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Abstract:   
Next-generation networked systems are characterized by three key features: heterogeneity, in 
terms of technology and services, dynamics, in terms of rapidly varying environments and 
uncertainty, and size, in terms of number of users, nodes, and services. The need for smart and 
secure network designs has become a central research issue in a variety of applications and 
scenarios, such as in wireless communication systems.  In this respect, game theory is expected 
to play a critical role toward deploying intelligent, distributed, and flexible networked systems. 
In this talk, we provide an introduction to game theory as it applies to the design of future 
networks. We introduce various classes of games and for each type we discuss the fundamental 
components as well as the potential applications in emerging areas such as wireless small cell 
networks, heterogeneous networks, adversarial networks, or smart grids. 
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